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GATEWAY 

CONNECTION 

 

CALENDAR OF 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

 

May 

3  Chapter Resources & HTCs 

 SIU Center, Carbondale, IL 

 

13-15 Men’s Retreat - Osage Beach, MO 

 

19 A Taste of Tequila,  A Splash of Charity 

 Sunny’s Cantina, St. Louis, MO  
 

June 

1 Due date for GHA Education Grant to 
 NHF’s Bleeding Disorders Conference 

 

6-8 Camp Notaclotamongus-Session 1 

 Camp Wyman, Eureka, MO 

 

8-10 Camp Notaclotamongus-Session 2 

 Camp Wyman, Eureka, MO 

 

July 

8-10 Family Education Weekend 

 DoubleTree Hotel, Chesterfield, MO 

 

10 Unite for Bleeding Disorders Walk & 5K 

 DoubleTree Hotel, Chesterfield, MO 

 

August 

25-27 NHF Bleeding Disorders Conference 

 Houston, TX and Virtual 

WWW.GATEWAYHEMOPHILIA.ORG 

Stay up to date by following 
us on social media! 

@gatewayhemophiliaassociation 

@GatewayHemo 

@gatewayhemophilia 

@GHA_STL 
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Board of Directors meetings 
are open to the public and held 

the 2nd Tuesday of every odd 
numbered month at 6:00pm at 

4976 Eichelberger Street, St.  
Louis, MO 63109. Changes to 
these dates may be necessary 
due to scheduling conflicts and 

will be announced at 
www.gatewayhemophilia.org/

about-us/board-of-directors       
as soon as they are available. 

Washington Days Advocacy 

On Wednesday, March 2nd, teams of advocates from across the U.S. joined together virtually to meet 
with their legislators in Washington, D.C. during NHF’s Washington Days. Included in that group was the 
team from Missouri, led by Gateway Hemophilia Association (GHA) Executive Director Bridget Tyrey, 
and Midwest Hemophilia Association (MHA) Executive Director Angela Brown.  
 

One of the issues discussed was our request for continued funding for programs that support the  
bleeding disorders community. These programs include the National Institutes of Health (NIH) which 
funds biomedical research on bleeding disorders; the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
which funds HTC surveillance and prevention activities, and supports outreach and education programs 
provided by national bleeding disorders patient organizations; and the Health Resources and Services 
Administration (HRSA) which provides funding for HTCs to provide services not typically covered by  
insurance, such as physical therapy and social work services. Also, as HRSA grantees, most HTCs         
participate in the 340B Drug Discount Program, which supports comprehensive care offered to all of 
their patients. 

The second issue we advocated on behalf of 
was the Help Ensure Lower Patient (HELP) 
Copays Act (HR 5801), a bipartisan bill       
introduced by Reps. McEachen (D-VA) and 
Davis (R-IL). This bill seeks to address the 
issue of harmful copay accumulator adjuster 
programs by insuring that any payments 
made by or on behalf of a patient will count 
towards their deductible. We are hopeful 
that we will have positive news to share in 
the future about the HELP Copays Act being 
signed into law. 

Pictured L to R, T to B: Sonia Roger (NHF), Jen McNamee (GHA), 
Martin Addie (MHA), Nora Ancel (MHA), Danielle Flores (GHA), 
Bridget Tyrey (GHA), Angela Brown (MHA), James Snarey 
(MHA), and Heather Ince (MHA). 

http://www.gatewayhemophilia.org/about-us/board-of-directors
http://www.gatewayhemophilia.org/about-us/board-of-directors
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Advocacy is  
Year Round 

 

There are many ways to be an advocate. 
We advocate for ourselves and/or our loved 
ones when we fight to get medication    
covered by our insurance. We advocate at 
the doctor’s office when we’re searching for 
answers. We advocate at our children’s 
school when we teach them about our 
child’s bleeding disorder or complete a 504 
or IEP plan. This is advocacy we do year-

round, so whether you know it or not, 
you’re already a seasoned advocate! And 
you can take these skills and incorporate 
advocacy with your legislators year-round 
as well. 
 

If you’re a Missouri resident, one way is to 
join GHA at Missouri Advocacy Day in  
Jefferson City every March. Though this 
event has been held virtually the past 2 
years, we are hoping to be back in person in 
2023. Advocacy Day gives you a unique              
opportunity to sit face-to-face with your 
State Senator and Representative and tell 
them your story, which is a very powerful 
thing. 
 

This is just one day though. The rest of the 
year is about staying connected. Here are a 
few tips to help you do this: 
 

1. Follow you legislators on social media. 
This will help you keep up with their 
schedule, including any campaign or 
townhall events they’re holding where 
you may be able to meet in person. If 
you’re unsure of who your legislators 
are:  

               a. In Missouri visit senate.mo.gov,  
                   click “Legislator Lookup” 

 b. In Illinois, visit elections.il.gov,  
                   click “Find My Elected Officials” 

 

2. If you live in Missouri, sign up for GHA’s 
Capital Canary network to receive    
critical calls to action via text message 
to help us get SB 1031 passed. To sign 
up and receive these alerts, text    
MOBDADVOCATE to 52886. 

Missouri Advocacy Day & SB 1031 

During virtual Missouri Advocacy Days in March 2021, advocates from GHA and MHA 
discussed with their legislators the harmful effects of Copay Accumulator Adjuster    
Programs (CAAPs) on individuals with a bleeding disorder. These programs are designed 
to prevent copay assistance from counting towards a patient’s cost sharing. This means 
the health plan collects the full amount of the copay assistance, but does not credit it 
towards the patient’s deductible or out-of-pocket maximum. When the assistance    
dollars are used up, and the patient goes to fill their next prescription, the patient must 
potentially pay their full deductible all at once. This can be financially crippling for an 
individual paying for a bleeding disorder medication. And 8 out of 9 ACA Marketplace 
plans in Missouri utilize these programs. This is why it is critical we put a stop to CAAPs. 
 

As we geared up for this year’s meetings, we were excited to learn that a bill had been 
introduced in the Senate to put a stop to these harmful programs. Senate Bill 1031 (SB 
1031) was introduced on January 6, 2022 by Senator Doug Beck (D) of South St. Louis 
County and was referred to the Senate Insurance and Banking Committee on March 1st. 

 

 

 

 

To prepare for our meetings, an advocacy training was held via zoom the evening of 
Monday, March 7th, led by Miriam Goldstein, Director of Policy & Principal Legal    
Council for the Hemophilia Federation of America (HFA). Miriam was a great help in 
laying out our strategy and working with our advocates to craft our message. Our 
meetings took place throughout that week over zoom and by phone. In total we had 10 
advocates meet with 16 legislators or their staff, including members of the Senate    
Insurance and Banking Committee. The feedback from these meetings was overall    
positive, with some takeaways that will help us moving forward. 
 

Our next steps will not be easy as there is a substantial Insurance Lobby interested in 
squashing this bill before it even makes it to the Senate Floor. But CAAPs do not affect 
those with bleeding disorders alone. These programs are detrimental to anyone who 
relies on a high-cost medication to survive. Because of this, we have been working to 
build a coalition with other patient organizations who represent people affected by high 
cost medical conditions to ensure we have a larger voice advocating in favor of SB 1031. 
To date, 22 organizations have joined GHA and MHA in Missouri’s All Copay’s Count 
Coalition. This list of organizations continues to grow and their names are being added 
to a “one-pager” we have created to send to our legislators. Just as it sounds, a “one-

pager” is a single-page document that summarizes an issue and presents an advocate’s 
(or advocacy group’s) recommendation. To see the current version of our one-pager, 
visit gatewayhemophilia.org/about-us/advocacy. 
 

Your voice is important in this fight as well. Please be sure to read the column to the 
right and follow our tips for year-round advocacy. And if you’re a Missouri resident, 
please sign up for GHA’s Capital Canary Network. It has never been more important for 
every Missouri member of our community to use their voice to advocate with our     
legislators in Jefferson City. 

Pictured L to R, T to B: Martin Addie (MHA), 
Angela Brown (MHA), Heather Ince (MHA) 
Matthew Smith, aide to Sen. Eric Burlison 
(R), member of the Senate Insurance and     
Banking Committee. 

Pictured L to R, T to B: Trudy Stringer (GHA 
Advocacy Chair and constituent of Sen. 
Doug Beck), Angela Brown (MHA), Sen. 
Doug Beck, Bridget Tyrey (GHA) 
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Winter Membership Meeting 

On February 12th, GHA members     
gathered together for a Membership 
Meeting and Bowling Party at Bowlero 
Lakeside Lanes in Valley Park, Missouri. 
This annual family favorite was     
reimagined last year as a fun outdoor 
event, but it was nice to be able to    
resume the tradition this year. Members 
visited with exhibitors, had lunch,      
received an update from GHA, and    
enjoyed a fun afternoon of bowling.  

Thank you Sponsors 

Title Sponsor 

Bayer 

 

Exhibitors 

ARJ Infusion Services,   
CSL Behring, HEMA Biologics,  

Octapharma, Sanofi, Superior Biologics 

Women’s Charcuterie Event 

On March 20th, members of GHA’s women’s group came to the GHA office in 
St. Louis for a lesson called “Spice Up Your Charcuterie.” Led by Chef Kevin, the 
women learned tips of the trade and best practices for creating a delicious 
tasting and beautifully presented charcuterie board. Each woman went home 
with her own wooden board to use to show off her new skills and “wow the 
crowd” at her next event. Thank you to Octapharma for sponsoring this     
wonderful women’s event. 

Game On Teen Event 

On March 27th, GHA teens went to Main Event in    
Chesterfield, Missouri to hear a presentation called 
Game On, that focused on empowering them to be   
accountable for their treatment, stay healthy, maintain 
insurance coverage, and plan for college and a career. 
After lunch and the presentation, the teens got to enjoy 
an afternoon of bowling, arcade games, and laser tag. 
 

Thank you to the speaker Ivan Giron and the sponsors 
Bayer and Superior Biologics. 
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Register Today for FEW 

GHA’s Annual Meeting provides an opportunity for GHA members to attend      
educational sessions focused on living with or caring for someone with a    
bleeding disorder, meet and network with others facing similar challenges, and 
have a lot of fun. This weekend-long conference also includes a Teen Track,  
Children’s Program for kids age 5-11, and daycare for kids age 4 and under.  

July 8-10th 
 

DoubleTree Hotel 
16625 Swingley Ridge Rd. 
Chesterfield, MO 63017 

Register by June 13th using the QR code or visit  
gatewayhemophilia.org/events/family-education-weekend/ 
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Psychology and Bleeding Disorders  

Being one of the newest members of our HTC at St. Louis 
Children’s Hospital has been one of my favorite roles as an 
early career Pediatric Psychologist. While I am relatively new 
to our team, I am not new to bleeding disorders. Training at 
an HTC in graduate school opened my eyes to a population I 
had honestly not known much about growing up. As I        
interacted with these children diagnosed with bleeding     
disorders and their families, I had the honor of witnessing 
first hand a concept that has not only inspired me, but has 
also molded my career path: RESILIENCE. With all of the    
potential barriers these children experience, from pain due 
to bleeds and/or treatment, to restricting activities, and    
frequent medical appointments, these children were some of 
the strongest I had met in my pediatric practice. I knew I 
wanted to work with these families long term. Fast forward 
to 2022 and again I have the wonderful opportunity to work 
with and support our bleeding disorder community.   

By Darci Klein, PhD 

Licensed Psychologist 
(pictured) 

I think sometimes people get wrapped up in the diagnoses 
and pathology of Psychology and we often forget to recognize 
the flip side of the coin. After I began noticing resilience in 
those with bleeding disorders, I began wondering why we do 
not talk about that more. Why are we prone to seeing 
someone’s short comings or pathology more readily than 
their strengths? This question led me to the concept of      
Positive Psychology. The theory of Positive Psychology has 
allowed me to conceptualize my patients and families from a 
more holistic framework. I later utilized this concept within 
my dissertation, which examined Positive Psychology factors 
and quality of life in individuals with bleeding disorders 
(reference below). In short, what I found was that positive 
psychology factors, specifically hope and self-compassion, did 
have a relationship with quality of life. Those who         
demonstrated higher levels of hope and self-compassion 
within their lives typically had higher quality of life. These  
results really made me reflect on my role as a psychologist 
within our HTC and how I can promote these qualities within 
our children and families. So, yes, I treat anxiety, low mood, 
and adherence, but I also support the development of hope, 
problem solving, creativity, and self-kindness. My hope is that 
our bleeding disorder community will continue to value     
psychological wellness and be able to recognize the resilience 
and strengths within ourselves and our families.  
 

[Klein, D. E., Winterowd, C. L., Ehrhardt, M. D., Carter, J. C., Khan, O., 
& Mayes, S. (2020). The relationship of self-compassion and hope 
with quality of life for individuals with bleeding disorders.            
Haemophilia: the official journal of the World Federation of         
Hemophilia, 26(3), e66–e73.] 

Do You Have Your Medical 
Alert ID? 

A Medical Alert ID is essential for people with 
a bleeding disorder. Wearing a Medical ID 
ensures emergency responders and hospital 
staff have up-to-date medical information the 
moment they need it to make informed     
decisions about treatment and care. 
 

Did you know that GHA assists with Medic 
Alert memberships and IDs for patients with a    
bleeding disorder? For information on this 
program or to apply for assistance with a 
Medic Alert ID due to financial hardship, visit 
gatewayhemophilia.org/resources/medical-
information/ 
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DONATIONS, HONORARIUMS, AND MEMORIALS 

GHA gratefully acknowledges our donors who so generously contributed to the Chapter in the first quarter of 2022 with       
general donations, Honorariums, and Memorials.  

$22,000+ 

BioMarin 

 

$16,000 - $21,999 

Novo Nordisk 

 

$8,000 - $15,999 

The Hemophilia Alliance Fnd. 
 

$2,000 - $2,999 

Bayer 
Boeing 

Moramarco, Ben & Mary 

Octapharma 

Pfizer 

 

$1,000 - $1,999 

CSL Behring 

Genentech 

Sanofi 

Superior Biologics 

 

$500 - $999 

ARJ Infusion Services 

Brothers Healthcare 

Govero Salons 

HEMA Biologics 

St. Louis County 

 

$250 - $499 

Klein, Mike & Kristina 

Lee Patton Law 

Tyrey, Bridget 
 

$100 - $249 

Bagato, Judy & Ray 

Bauman, Jake & Stephanie 

Dockins Bright, JoEtta 

Gilbert, Megan 

Huff, John & Carolyn 

Johannes, Dan & Charla 

Kiehlmeier, Eric 

Klingbiel, Michael 
Miller, Mike & Kate 

Miller, Ricky 

Offutt, Cory 

Parmelee, Tom 

Rogers, Jeannette 

Shroat, David 

Sledd, Makenzie & Mike 

Smith, Christopher 

Talley, Tracey 

Thrivent 
UMB Bank 

 

$50 - 99 

Amazon Smile 

James & Sandra Brungardt 
Davis, Ammie 

Dockins, Donna 

Dockins, Nelda 

Gilbert, Kahla & Kelsen 

Holderle, Nina 

Polus, Dylan 

Polus, Jean 

Sims, Janet & Bryan 

Stringer, Dirk & Trudy 

Waelterman, Heather 

White, Kristin 

 

$1 - $49 

Addie, James & Sandy 

Facebook Community Fund 

Hance, Timothy & Trista 

Holifield Dockins, Pam 

Jennemann, Victoria 

Kauffman, Judy 

Magee, Carly & Brian 

McNamee, Jen 

Moseley Kiernan, Mary Beth 

PayPal Giving 

Poynter, Judy 

Ramsay, Kelly 

Robbins, Becca 

Roberts, Lucia 

Sampson, Jordan 

Schneider, Rieley 

Schroeder, Nikole 

Shrum, K.E. 
Sinito, Maria 

Skinner, Mindy Sue 

Suter, Nora 

Thompson, Daniel 
Thompson, MaryJo 

Trollinger, Amelia 

Vaughn, David 

Wilson, Athena 

 

In Honor Of 
Mary Wigge 

 Anonymous 

 

In Memory Of 
George Hassenstab 

 David Shrout 
 

Thank You 

FACEBOOK FUNDRAISERS! 
 Cassidy Beth 

 Donna Dockins 

 Jen McNamee 

Facebook Fundraisers are an 
easy way to not only raise funds 
to support the programs and 
services GHA provides to the 
bleeding disorders  community, 
but to help us raise awareness 
of bleeding disorders! Even 
better, Facebook takes no fees 
from the money you raise, so all 
dollars go to GHA! To start your 
Facebook Fundraiser: 
 

1. visit  GHA’s Facebook page  
@GatewayHemophiliaAssociation 

 

2.     click the “Fundraisers” tab  
 

3.     click the link marked “Raise    
        Money” under “Create A   
        Fundraiser” 

 

Thank you! 
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